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THE WORLD
VIEWED
AT ROLLINS

Established
In 1894

By R . T . C .

EoHin0

an{i0pur

Honors
Day

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, MAY 24, 1933
"Hollywood's most perfect romance" terminated last week in a
court-room in Los Angeles, California, when Joan Crawford
granted a divorce from Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., on the grounds of
cruelty.
,

S DAI IS
FEAIUREO BY

The government of Montana recently issued permits to 750 citizens to sell legal beer. As there
are only about 267,000 registered
citizens who voted in this territory
who are eligible to drink alcoholic
beverages, there will be one licensed seller for every 356 consumers
of the new 3.2 brew, a reported
stated from the bureau of statistics in Helena. Competition will
indeed be heavy if the number of
dealers in illegal brew is
in Montana as it is in this state.
Speaking of alcoholic beverages
we are pleased to note that late
last week Wyoming, a supposedly
dry state, and New Jersey ratified
the twenty-first amendment to the
constitution. Another step in the
destruction of the bootlegging industry ! These were the fourth
and fifth states to repeal the
eighteenth amendment, Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Rhode Island having already held conventions for
this purpose. Since a three-quarter majority is necessary to make
a bill a law, thirty-one more states
must ratify the proposed amendment befora it wil go into effect.
So far this bill has been ratified
every time it has been introduced
Into a convention ©f the people!
U s t Saturday John Milton Phillips, a high school boy of Kansas
City, Missouri, was declared the
victor in the finals of the National
Oratorical Contest held in Washington during the past week. A
Florida representative, George W.
Oliver, of the Lake Wales high
ichool, was awarded third prize.
President Roosevelt last week
ai^ned the Muscle Shoals bill which
will again cause activities to be resumed on the project begun several years ago during President
Wilson's administration and since
untouched. This act will give employment to several thousand idle
in Tennessee in rebuilding, reforostation, and complete reconstruction of the Muscle Shoals project.
This was another of the promises
made in the Democratic platform
last June, upon which President
Roosevelt and the Congress have
taken immediate action.
Last Saturday state treasuries
took account and discovered that in
only thirty-three sections over four
and a half million dollars had been
added to their revenues since the
beer bill went into effect at midnight on April 7. And even this
huge amount does not include re»\ilU from states such as Florida,
SoHth Carolina, VermoHt, and Wyoming whore the beer bill did not
take effect until some time after
the administration had passed the
measure I
Gaston H. Means and Norman T.
Whitaker yesterday filed petitions
for new trials, alleging that there
were twenty-six errors in their
trial last week, when they were
fonvirtrd of an attempt to steal
J35.0W from Mrs. E. W. McLean
in connection with the Lindbergh
kidna loping.
Kidnapping seems to be very much
in vogue now. The latest victim ia
Henry Lyons, an official of the
New York Life Insurance Company, -n'ho Sunday received notes
from an unknown source in an attempt to extort a sum of money
variously reported at between
twenty-five and one hundred thou**nd dollars, threatening a young
son of Banker Lyons.
Joseph W. Harriman. one of the
^•oantry'ii leading financiers and
«pitalisls. the foupder of an important New York ban4t. was found
st»bl»ed in a suicide attempt in a
lonely l.jsng Island cemetery Satur^K, afitcr he had been indicted in
* recent investigation of his bank.
Incidentally if these investifations
**»d indictments of our leaders do
"•t stop aretty soon, tb..- country
*''! he devoid of capit.Uists and
i n k e r s , md then possibly our econoair itruggles will bi* OT^.

o.o.nmNG
Five New Men Are Selected
From Student Body To
Become Members

BERNARD BRALOVE

RAYMOND MILLER

THOMAS JOHNSON

Seniors will
DAKGES ARE HELD Eighty
Be Graduated from
FRIDAY, MAY 19 Rollins June Fifth

CALENDAR FOR COMING
WEEK
Thursday, May 25
Matinee in Annie Russell Theatre.
10:30' A. M.—Music Appreciation Hour._
Eighty seniors will graduate
Friday, May 26
Mme. Fanelli Offers Program from Rollins College at its forty10:00 A. -M.—Illustrated Leceigthth
commencement
exercises
to
In Theatre
1mre
by
Mr. Albert Simmons
be held on Monday, June 5.
in the Chemistry Lecture
Twenty-two states and two for- :
Mme. Olive Scott-Fanelli pre- eign countries are represented in '
Room.
sented her students of Denishawn the 1933 graduating class. Florida
6:00 P. M.—Organ Vespers.
Dancing in a recital on Friday eve- leads with 26, New York 13, Ohio
Knowles Memorial Chapel.
ning, May 19, in the Annie Russell 9, and Connecticut 6.
9:00 P. M.—2:00 A. M . ^ u n Theatre.
ior - Senior Prom.
Orlando
Dr. Frederick Lynch, editor of
The program was divided into Christian Work, prominent peace
Country Club.
three parts, the first consisting of worker, and the father of ElizaSaturday, May 27
a Chopin waltz, a Bach two-part in- beth D. Lynch, a member of this Open.
vention and a contraptual dance year's graduating class, will delivSunday, May 28
done in an extremely unusual fash- er the baccalaureate sermon Sun9:45 A. il.—Morning Meditaion, by two separate groups. The day, June 4.
tion.
All - Music Program.
first was entitled ,Sculpture PlasKnowles Memorial Chapel.
Richard Lloyd Jones, editor and
tizue, danced by Barbara Ann Eeed president of the Tulsa, Okla., TribMonday, May 29
and the other. White Peacock, une,
Open.
will deliver the commencesomething original presented by ment address Monday, June 5, in
Tuesday, May 30
Barbara Parsons. The latter look- tiie Knowles Memorial Chapel.
8:15 P. M.—Senior- Recital by
ed especially alluring, beautifully
Kay Goss. Woman's Club.
clad in irridescent white.
9:00 P. M.—Rollins Radio ProThe second part of the recital
gram. WDBO.
was the theme of a Mediterranean
Wednesday, May 31
tour from the Orient to Spain.
10:00 A. M.—Senior Chapel.
Helen Piatt appropriately played
6:30 P. M.—W. A. A. Annual
the role of a Moorish girl, freed
Banquet.
of self-control and restraint and
she unconsciously danced for a moBruna Bergonzi, cellist, gave her
ment upon a moonlit Moroccan senior recital at the Woman's Club
house top. Later a group of four last night, at 8:15. She was acpeople assisted Miss Piatt. They companied by Manly Campbell
were Joy Harmon, Dora Mosley, Duckworth. The program follows:
Betty Childs and Billy Van Simons.
I
An excellent sword dance by Billy
Sonata, in B flat major—Handel.
Simons followed by another hilarAllegro non tanto, Andantino, quasi
iously comic bit again done by Bai'allegretto, Largo, Moderato.
bara Parsons received much apII
"Jesus of Nazareth" Is Topic
plause and many encores. The
Sonate — Miaskowsky.
Adagio,
Of Sermon On Sunday
daughter of Mme. Fanelli represented Greece in a youthful veil Allegro passionate.
I
l
l
A
large audience enjoyed Dr.
dance. Miss Pai-sons and Miss
Intermezzo from "Goyescas"—• Hamilton Holt's address in Chapel
Piatt represented Italy and France
Granados-Cassado.
on
Sunday
moring. His topic was
respectively.
Dr. Holt
Largo from Violin Sonata, F Ma- "Jesus of Nazareth."
The third part was featured by jor—Handel.
read selections from two books.
a smart creation from the school
Piece en forme de Habanera— The first was from Hendrick Van
of Miss Ruth St. Denis and was en- Ravel.
Loon's "Histoi-y of Mankind" and
titled "Spirit of the Rose." SevAllegro Appassionato — Saint- was the story of fictitious letters
eral other dances and an Allegory Saens.
written about thirty years after
of Spring concluded the unique but
the death of Christ. The second
light and sugjrestive but pleasing
selection was from Ernest Kenan's
program of dances.
"Life of Jesus," written eighteen
centuries after his death and showed the effects that Christ's teachings have had and probably will
continue to have upon his follow-

Recital is Given by
Bruna Bergonzi on
Tuesday, May 23rd

DR, HDLT GIVES

Spanish Club to Hold
Final 1933 Meeting
On Thursday, May 25 Shattuck

HELD ON FRIDAY

Wins First Place In
Annual Oratorical Contest

Prof Oldham Resigns
From Rollins Faculty

in the Honors Day program
sponsored by O. D. K. this morning, five men were tapped for
membership. Those receiving this
honor were; George Barber, Thomas Johnson, Raymond Miller, Ber•d Bralove, and Robert StuffleAU these men have distinguished themselves in campus activities, and have gained recogniiton in many ways as leaders of
GEORGE BARBER
ROBERT STUFFLEBEAM
school life.
Omicron Delta Kappa is a national honorary activities fraternity which accepts as members only
those, who through their efforts,
have shown themselves to be leaders in various phases of eurricular
and extra-curricular activity. Since
its founding it has been instruA meeting of the Interfraternity
mental in bringing about many
Council was held Monday night. Southern College Honors Dean needed reforms and in the organ-,
May 15, at 8:30, in the choir room
izing of college interests. The loAnderson Last Monday
of Knowles Memorial Chapel. Dean
cal chapter has striven from the
Enyart presided and the election
The honorary degree of Doctor first to be a benefit to the school
of officers for next year was held. of Laws was conferred upon Dean and to the students.
New officers are:
President, Winslow S. Anderson, dean of RolOne of the features of the ComBrewster Durkee, Kappa Phi Sig- lins College, at the Commencement mencement Week program will be
ma ; vice-president, Bernard Bra- Exercises of Southern College on the awarding of the Omicron Delta
love, X Club; secretary and treas- Monday night, May 22. He is said Kappa athletic trophy for the best
urer, Stuart Eaton, Theta Kappa to be one of the youngest college all-around athlete at Rollins.
Nu.
executives in the country to rePresent members of the organAmong the important matters ceive such an honor.
ization include: Ed. Cruger, presconsidered were the revision and
Dean Anderson has distiriguished ident; Philip Horton, vice-presistrengthening of the by-laws and himself as a chemist, a fraternity dent; James H. Ottaway, secretarythe making of new rushing rules organizer, and an educator. He treasurer; George Carrison, Shorty
for next year. A committee was was born in Portland, Me., and was Fisher, Robert Barber, T. J. Morappointed to make tentative plans graduated from Bates College in ris, Bill Miller, Will Rogers, Walto submit at the next meeting and Lewiston, Me., with the degree of lace Child, Boyd Kyner, Jack Mcincluded the following: Brewster B.S.
in 1921, winning election to Dowall, Professor Willard Wattles,
Durkee, Bob Barber, Stuart Eaton, Phi Beta Kappa in his senior year, Dean Winslow S. Anderson, Dean
Bob Fuchs, Bernard Bralove, and and serving as assistant in chem- Arthur D. Enyart, Professor EdDick Washington.
istry three years.
ward Weinberg, Dr. Holt, Henry
He began his teaching career the Fordham, and A. J. Hanna.
same year serving in 1921-1922 as
associate professor of chemistry at
Rollins College.
The following
I year he went to the University of
I Minnesota as an assistant in chemj istry and in 1923 he received his
i M.S. degree from Minnesota. From
Pi Gamma Mu, national honor- 1923 to 1925 he was engaged in
ary social science fraternity, re- graduate study at North Carolina
cently issued bids to the following State College, Raleigh, first as an Athletic Certificates Are Also
students:
instrutcor and later as assistant
Awarded Graduating Men
Robert Barber, Mary Lynn Rog- professor of chemisti-y.
ers, Carol Smith, Kinsman Wright,
In 1924, Dean Anderson founded
Each year Rollins awards to each
Dorothy Yust, Cornelia Barrows, the Theta Kappa Nu national fra- graduating senior, who has earned
Elizabeth Curriei', David Horowitz, ternity. He was president of Theta letters in any sport, a complete recJack Howden„ Jack Klosterman, Kappa Nu from 1924 to 1928, and ord of his athletic activities in the
Ray Miller, William Mosteller, the executive secretary with head- form of an Athletic Certificate.
Robert Stufflebeam, Alice Butler, quarters in Cleveland, Ohio, from Also, to its outstanding athletes it
James Ottaway, George Carrison, 1925 to 1928, and he has been na- presents the much desired Rollins
Holley Lynip, T. J. Morris, Fred tional treasurer of the fraternity Key.
Mackey, Arthur Wellington, Jane since 1928.
Instead of giving a certificate
Welhoff and Robert Fuchs.
He returned to Rollins College in for each letter, as do most colleges,
Officers elected for next year 1928 as professor of chemistry and Rollins waits until the athlete
were: President, Thomas Johnson; deaTi of men, and the following year leaves school, and then gives its
vice president, Ben Fawcett; secre- he was appointed by President recognition all on one shingle. In
tary and Treasurer, Dean Enyart. Hamilton Holt as dean of the col- this compact form, it is much easilege.
er for the athlete to hang upon the
Dean Anderson entered t h e wall without his being termed conWorld War as a private and was ceited by less able men.
commissioned later as a second
In order to win the Rollins Key,
lieutenant in the Chemical War- a senior must have earned either,
fare R
three letters in one major sport, or
(Continued on page 2)
one or more letters in each of two
major sports, or one major sport
letter and letters in two minor
sports. The Rollins Key entitles
R e p r e s e n t a t i v e s of A . A . U . P .
(Continued on Page 6)
Complete Work Here

Durkee Chosen Head
Of Inter-fraternity
Council for 1933-34

AWARDED DEGREE

Johnson is Elected
President of Social
Science Fraternity

The Spanish Club will hold its j
The investigation by the AmeriRichard Shattuck, of Derry,
final meeting of the year in the
can Association of University Pror
form of a picnic at Rock Springs, I Xew- Hampshire, won the eighth
fessors of the action of Rollins ColProt.
C.
R.
Oldham,
associate
annual
Sprague
Oratorical
Contest
Thursday, May 26th. All members ]
lege in not re-appointing Professor
are requested to meet in front of j held in the .\nnie Russell Theatre professor of history in Rollins Col- John A. Rice to the faculty for next
Carnegie Hall at four o'clock.' last Friday morning at ten o'clock. lege, tendered his resignation to year, has been brought to an end,
Those in charge of arrangements His subject was entitled "Side Line Pres. Hamilton Holt on Tuesday. Rollins College authorities anare Fred Sackett, Kathleen Shep- Citizens," and was clearly present- It was accepted by the executive nounced Sunday.
herd and Jean Fullington. Mrs. | ed in an easy but very strong shortly thereafter.
Dr. Austin S. Edwards, professor
Prof. Oldham, who has been a
Lamb and Mrs. Sackett will be the i manner.
of psychology at the University of
chaperones for the occasion. Every- j The second prize was awarded member of the faculty for the past
Georgia,
and Dr. Arthur 0. Lovethree
years,
said
he
had
turned
in
one is asked to bring his bathing j ) Miss Jane Elizabeth LeRoy,
joy, professor of philosophy, who
suit. These who eat at the Bean- whose care and immobility of pre- his resignation subsequent to a dishave
conducted
an investigation
!
agreement
with
the
administration
ery are asked to give fifteen cents sentation may have been due to the
for the A. A. U. P. since Tuesday,
to Fred Sackett immediately in or- grarity of her topic. "Memorial j on fundamental issues of the Colconcluded
their
activities
with a
I
lege
policy
relative
to
recent
incider to pay for the picnic lunch. Day." Miss LeRoy was the only
conference attended by President
i dents.
Others are asked to bring just feminine contestant.
Hamilton Holt and Dean Winslow
enough for themselves.
Maurice Dreicer, the opening oraS. Anderson late Saturday.
l-H Members Feed Beeves
tor, with his amusing speech on I
Authorities at Rollins said that
"Prohibiton", coped the third honNOTKK
ors for the third consecutive year. I Lincoln, Neb. (UP)—More than they have no definite information
as to what procedure will now be
i
1,G00
Nebraska
boys
and
girls
are
The other contestants were:
Students must register
followed by the A. A. U. P. investiRichard Camp, who respecUbly ex- 1 feeding out baby beeves this year,
gators. It is expected, however,
for next year, before June
posed the subterfuge of modern ' L. I. Frisbie, State leader for the
(Continued on page 2)
first.
|4-H cluh has announced.
(Continued on Page 2)

OLIINS AWIRDS
SEIIORS m s

Burlesque Operetta
Featured over WDBO
Is Well Received Tory Chosen Head
The Burlesque Operetta, sponOf Relations Club
sored by the Rollins Alumni Asso-

ciation and presented over station
WDBO, Orlando, last Thursday
night, was a great success. Ths
program should go a long way in
swelling the funds of the Alumni
Association and in generally furthering its cause.
Following are the names of the
students who impersoHated the faculty:
Dean Anderson, Clough;
Fred Hanna, Shattuck; Dean Enyart, Malone. Other students who
appeared on the program were:
Anthony Merrill, Arthur Wellington, James Ottaway and Richard
Wilkinson.
The officers and professors connected with the performance did
not object to the program.

John S. Gehrmann, president of
the International Relations Club,
takes pleasure in announcing that
Professor Alan P. Tory has accepted the position as Faculty Advisor
for the club upon the resignation
of Professor Rhea M. Smith. Professor Tory has manifested great
interest in the doings of the ^lub
and has actively suported its undertakings.
The offiee announces that late
permission will be granted to
girls for the Junior-Senior Prom
for Friday evening. The dance
will last from ten until two
o'clock.

THE

Shattuck Wins First
Place In Contest On
Last Friday, the 19th

VALUABLE PLATES
TD

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

1933 34 Rushing Rules

(Continued from Page 1)

Rollins College Is Bequested
Gifts For Library
Mr. Arthur G. Mitten of Goodland, Indiana, has recently given to
the Library four valuable colored
lithographs, concerning which he
writes: "Miss Marlene Eldredge
is responsible for these being sent
to you, as it was through her selling us a copy of your 'Flamingo'
that the idea occurred to us."
Two of these are Audubon plates
24 x 32 inches, one a gay pink
flamingo, the other pelican in sober
grey. The genuine folio plates j
published originally in London from ]
1826 to 1838 at two guineas each |
were in 1904, according to the New j
Internationa Encyclopedia, valued j
at ?2000 for a good complete set
of 435 plates.
I

advertisements in his oration, "The
Control of Advertising," and Sydney Carter, who concluded the competition with a speech on "Neither
a Side-show nor Advertisement," in
which he glorified those pioneers
who died in an attempt to improve
modern aviation.
The judges considered subject
matter 50 per cent and presentation
50 per cent. The contest was held
in memory of the late Dr. Sprague,
a former president of Rollins College. Pi Beta Phi and Kappa Phi
Sigma sponsored the event.

LECTURE WILL BE
l E N DN FRIDAy
—

I.

Representatives from each sorority may meet the new girls
at the trains but they must not rush them until October
1st.

II.

Sunday, October 1st.
1. Pan-Hellenic Tea 5-8 P. M. $10 from each group.
2. No men to be allowed.
3. Invitations issued by Pan-Hellenic.
4. Starting at 8 P. M. there shall be no communication
with new girls until Monday.

III.

First week: Monday, October 2nd, through Sunday,
October 8th.
Week of Dutch rushing.
There shall not be more than four rushees in one group.

1.
2.
IV.

Second week: Monday, October 9th, through October 15th.
1. Rules same as for Rule III and its sections 1 and 2.

V.

Third week October 15th on Sunday and ending Saturday,
October 21st. (Through this day.)
1. Each sorority may give one party during the week in
the following order:
Sunday—Gamma Phi Beta
Thursday—Alpha Phi
Monday—Phi Mu
Friday—Kappa Kappa Gamma
Tuesday—Pi Beta Phi
Saturday—Kappa Alpha Theta
Wednesday—Chi Omega
2. The invitations are to be issued two days before the
fraternity's rush day and answered the day before.
3. The expense for the party is limited to $15 including
everything.
4. Sororities may not ask rushees for night other than
their own except on the same day.
5. Rule III applies to this week also.
6. The party shall be held at the chapter houses.
7. No men shall be allowed at the parties.

Investigation Board
Concluded Work At
Rollins Last Monday

(Continued from Page 1)
Those of you who casually think generally taking care of the physical side of the Rollins campus.
that Drs. Edwards and Lovejoy will of the expenses of a college as beThe college also employs seven
report the results of their survey ing constituted in the main by procolored maids to take care of the
to a Committee on Academic Free- fessors' salaries, and food in the
i various dormitories and class room
dom and Tenure of the A. A. U. P. Beanery, might be interested to
j buildings, and one white housefor an opinion on the so-called
know that Rollins annually spends keeper for the Conservatory of Mu'Ri( Cas.
approximately thirty-five thousand sic. That amounts to quite a payThe investigators spent from
roll when you come to think of it.
Tuesday until Saturday in holding ! dollars on the upkeep of grounds j Other points that might interest
conferences with members of the ' and buildings.
! the student about the RolUns
Rollins administrative staff, the I This work is performed by a grounds are: All building improvej staff of eighteen men—a staff one- I ments, such as the new Beanery
faculty ,and the student body.
The investigation was the out- fourth the size of the entire fac- jback porch, and the various nick
growth of a decision by Rollins ulty—which starts with George C. I nacs that have been added to the
College authorities not to re-ap- Cartwright, the general superin- chapel in the course of the year,
point Professor Rice to the faculty tendent. In turn following Mr. !are done under the supervision of,
for the coming college year. Pro- Cartwright, is his son, who bears and except in cases where espefessor Rice appealed this action to the title of head engineer, but is 1 cially skilled artisans are required,
the A. A. U. P. and President Holt I more frequently called the assist- [by the Rollins grounds department;
in turn notified the officers of th( ant superintendent, and his son's idue to the climate, ordinary northA. A. U. P. that Rollins College, assistant, MacDonald, whom we all 1 ern grass will not grow here, and
officially, would welcome an inves. saw last winter in a strong man act I all the grass on the campus is of
in the gym.
tigation of the case.
necessity planted by hand rather
There are two carpenters who than being scattered about in the
When it became known that Professor Rice had carried his case to work steadily keeping the various form of seed; all the electric light
the A. A. U. P., he was relieved of dormitories and college buildings poles and wires running along Kenhis active teaching duties on April in repair, and doing the myriad odd tucky Avenue, above the meter at
29 with salary paid in full until obs and minor improvements which the corner of Interlachen and Kentucky, are owned by Rollins ColSeptember 1, 1933.
* are constantly being requested.
There is one white gardener, and lege and maintained by the college.
These considerations are generfive colored boys who are constantly at work on the grounds, at- ally neglected by the students when
tempting to keep Rollins as beau- thinking of the high upkeep of the
tiful as the pictures sent up north campus. It is quite as important
as some of the many clerical posishow it to be.
One of the colored boys has the tions which are unquestioned and
specific duty of driving the college we think it should have its due
truck, the only vehicle that can amount of appreciation.
drive up to Cloverleaf by way of
Mrs. Dougherty Will Present the regular road before three-thirTwo Recitals
ty in the afternoon. Another has
Some Interesting Facts
charge of the fires in all the hot
water heaters—now you know who
May 26, 1933
melie Dougherty, Guest Organ- to blame when there's no hot wa- s t r o n g e s t a n d s a f e s t f i n a n c i a l orist, assisted by Bruce Dougherty, ter,—the gymnasium , and the g a n i z a t i o n s in t h e w o r l d .
profitgrounds around Rollins Hall. That's a b Il yt s i nAvsessettesd , a raen d s aift es l yl a ru.n^
Tenor.
g e Surplui
a big enough job for any man. The g u a r a n t e e s i t s s t a b i l i t y r e g a r d l e a ;
In Summer—Stebbins.
of conditfon.s in t h e f i n a n c i a l world
other
three
work
generally
about
protecting policyholde
2. Choral and Prayer—Boellthe campus. You see them pullin f o r c e , a g g r e g a t i n g 6,665.3. Borghild's Dream — Grieg. ing weeds, mowing the lawns under your classroom windows, and
From "Sigurd Jorsalfar."

The plates were originally issued | i l l u s t r a t e d T a l k O n A r t T o B e
without descriptive text but later |
HQXA T h i s W e e k
the text supplied in part by Audu- j
bon's Delineations of American
An illustrated lecture on the descenery and character, was publishvelopment of art and architecture
ed in five volumes.
Describing his travels in Florida will be given at Rollins College
Audubon writes of the St. John's Friday morning, May 26, by Albert
river, "My eyes, however, were not Simons, of Simons and Lapham,
directed towards the waters, but on Charleston, S. C , under the aushigh, where flew some thousands of pices of the Committee on EducaVI. Fourth week beginning October 22nd and ending Satursnowy pelicans, which had fled af- tion of the American Institute of
day, October 28th. (Through this day.)
frighted from their resting ground. Architects. The lecture will be delivered
at
10
A.
M.
in
Chemistry
1. This is formal week. There shall be Dutch rushing
How beautifully they performed
the same as stated in Rule III until 7:30 P. M.
their broad gyrations, and how Hall and will be open to the gen2. After 7:30 P. M. silence will be observed except on the
matchless after a while, was the eral public.
In connection with the lecture, it
sororities official day, their official day being the
marshalling of their files, as they
is announced, the Art Department
same as in Rule V, secion 1.
flew past us!"
3. The expense of the formal banquet shall not exceed
The two other lithographs are of Rollins is arranging an exhibition
of
photographs
to
indicate
the
$75
including everything.
pictures of Micanopy and Neamathla from the History of Indian development of architecture
v n . Sunday, October 29th.
Florida.
Exhibitors
who
have
been
tribes of North America by Col.
1. Silence until the
given out.
Thomas L. McKenney and James invited to submit photographs
I. Miscellaneous.
Hall, which in the three volume elude Gamble Rogers, Winter Park
1. There shall be no communication with rushees after
folio set, 1838-44, originally sold architect, designer of the new home
being built by R. B. Barbour in
hours.
for $120.
Winter Park; Richard Kiehnel, of
2. The expense account of each sorority shall be open
Micanopy, by inheritance the
4. Cantilene du soir—Kinder.
Kiehnel and Elliott, Miami, design
at all times.
principle chief of the Seminoles in
5. Voice: Selections—Brahms.*
ers of the Annie Russell Theatre
3. There shall be no oral bidding.
1835 boldly opposed removal of his
(a) 0 Kuhler Wald; (b) Sandmannand the new dormitories at Roll
4. The alumnae may help every way except financially.
people.
chen;
(c) Die Mainacht.
King House at Daytona Beach, and
5. The alumnae are under the jurisdiction of these rules.
Neamathla, at an earlier date other beautiful buildings in Flor6. Traumerei—MacDowell-Gaul.
6. Oral invitations for Dutch rushing are advisable.
was a chief of the Seminoles and ida; and E. J. Lawrence, Winter
7. Dawn—Jenkins.
in a speech in parable form declin- Park photographer.
*These selections were chosen in
Penalties.
ed for his people the United States
honor of the one hundredth anni1. Penalties shall be left to the discretion of Pan-Hellenic.
Mr. Simons will be the guest of
Government offer of schools for
versary of the birth of Johannes
President
Hamilton
Holt
at
an
the Seminole children.
Brahms.
formal gathering in the president's
We hope to have all these picMay 30, 1933—Request Program
home on the evening of Thursday,
tures framed in order to properly
1. Chorale Prelude "Wir ChrisMay 25.
preserve them. They will be approtenleut"—Bach.
priate companions for Di;, Holt's
, ,IT x i
TI«- j.i
2. Souvenir—Drdlae.
gift of the picture of Osceola and b i r l W a t C h e S M O t h e r
3. The Erlking—Schubert.
George Carrison
Ed. Buerk
should be kept with the Florida
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With fitting ceremony, no doubt,
A son of Missouri, having been Ketelby.
Columbus, Ga., hailed the arrival born 21 years ago in the town of
Before going north for the sum6.
Second Hungarian Rhapsody
I How many daughters have seen
of Henry George Carlson, in the Paris of that State, Martin
mer Mrs. Fred Perry Powers gave
—Liszt.
their mothers graduate from colyear 1911. And so it has been that Buerk, more familiarly known on
to the library through Professor
6.
Song of the Volga Boatmen
lege, especially when the daughters
for these last twenty-two years campus as Edward, has become a
Grover two marbles ploughed up
—Russian folksong.
themselves are in college?
that Georgia lays claim to this boom native of Florida. He served
near Antioch and secured there by
7. Finale, from Fourth Sonata
Martha Mae Newby went to
stalwart fellow in addition to the his complete sentence at the OrRev. P. 0 . Powers, a missionary of
—Guilmant.
Lakeland Monday night to see her
customary cotton and pecans. What lando High School, and for the last
the American Board.
mother receive an A.B. degree at
small
insight
I
have
gleaned
into
four
years
has
been
visible
every
One, supposed to be the head of Southern College. Betty, her sister,
early days among the dusky morning headed in the direction of
Zeus, has a combination of Assyri- and Jack, her brother, wei'e also
;s and corn likker of early home Winter Park, the home of Rollins
an curls and Greek fillet, deter- there to see their mother graduate.
n't put in print, but I feel cer- College. Ed is one senior who canmining the date to be probably 6th All three are freshmen in college.
tain that he made most of his mis- not begrudge the fact that he didn't
century B. C.
Ruby Warren Newby, who was takes early enough in life to set start at Rollins—he did.
The Greek inscription on the othart director at Rollins for six years, him free for the illustrious place
At Rollins Ed has been studying
er marble deciphered by Professor
It was called to the attention of
received an offer to serve as art he has made for himself here.
toward a Chemistry Major, having the Sandspur that the prizes for
Harris may mean "Latius (Achildirector of Southern College at
taken everything offered him in the recent Sprague Oratorical Conles) or a deity at the Lupercalia
After his attendance at Lanier
Lakeland. She has been giving art
that line. He claims that he has test were not given by the Greek
(Wolf Feast)." The Dorian Greeks
courses there and at the Ringling High School in Macon, Georgia,
done all this with premedical in- letter organizations but by the Pi
used the Latin language and wrote
Art School in Sarasota this year and the Duval High School in Jacktentions, and expects next year to Beta and Kappa Phi Sigma frain Greek letters. This marble is
ille, Florida, he came to Roland has been completing her courscarry on his medical studies at ternities, who presented the first
supposed to be late Greek second
es for an A. B. degree at the same lins and immediately made his
Tulane.
or third century.
and second prizes, and by Professor
presence felt on the freshman foottime.
It goes without saying that Ed Pierce, who gave the third prize.
Mrs. J. J. Carty has supplementball team. Since that time it would
ed her generous gift of books menbe hard to trace his career through is another of the many in this
tioned in a recent Sandspur with a
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the many fields it has covered. It year's graduating class who hopes
Best Results
set of colored plates on Japanese
ranges from circulation manager to become a doctor. Well, good
art accompanied by descriptive text
and later business manager of the luck,, there will never be too many
in portfolios, more old almanacs,
dspur through the inter-frater- good doctors.
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mill
a set of Ruskin's works, books on
The Tower of the Knowles Me- nity council, the student-faculty
Man Was Official 40 Years
Boston and a framed engraving of
discipline
committee,
the
vice
presmorial Chapel will be open to visthe Colonne de la Grand An-^ee
Danville, Va. (UP)—Mayor Haritors on Wednesday, May 24th, dency of 0 . D. K., the presidency
(or Colonne Vendome) designed in
ry Wooding of Danville, who celeThursday, May 25th, Wednesday, of Kappa Alpha, and the swimimitations of Trajan's column at
brated
his 89th birthday recently,
May 31st, and Thursday, June 1st. ming team, to the Rat Committee,
Rome and erected by order of Na11 have completed his 41st year
was selected as a member of
The tower will be open from four
poleon I to commemorate his vicoffice
next August IB.
to six o'clock on these days, and 0. O. 0. 0. in his freshman year
tories over the Russians and Ansvisitors will be permitted to go to and in his junior year became a
trians in 1805.
member of the Rollins Key Society,
the top at that time.
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D I S C O U N T
avowed major is Economics and
obvious one is blonde. He is ^ U CASH AND CARRY
Deepest Oil Well Planned
Man Was Pastor 53 Years
planning
to
go
into
Law
or
some
Dry
C^eaning
and Laundry
Ware, Mass. (UP)—The Rev.
similar skullduggery and you may
Consult Us About Prices
Austin, Tex. (UP)—Plans to John T. Sheehan has been pastor
lay
to
it
that
this
chick
will
make
Dollar Dry Cleaning Co.
RENDEZVOUS BAR-B-Q
penetrate the earth's surface to a of Mt. Carmel Church here for 53
go of it and the blonde too.
S.S2 E. Park Ave., Winter Park
No. 2
depth of 12,000 feet are being made years.
by oil companies operating in Reagan County, Texas. The deep well
will be on land belonging to the
University of Texas. Several wells
in the territory already have been
FRENCH DRY CLEANERS
put down to an 8,000-foot depth,
PHONE
Winter Park—9188
producing an unusually high grade
Orlando—3176
122-124 Welbourne Av
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
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ARE ANNOUNCED

ROLLINS SENIORS

Sandspur Corrects
Error Last Week

Tower ot Knowles
Chapel Is Opened

FOSTER R. FANNING

illllll

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

Plumbing, Keating' and Gas Appliances

R. C. BAKER
INC.

Shoes,
Clothing
Furnishings

While at Daytona Visit
GARY'S DRUG STORE
Next to Woolworths

Aspiring Columnist Gains
Interview With Employees

Have a cheese on rye sandwich and any kind of bottle
drink you want at

HAM'S BAR-B-Q
At the Entrance of Orwin Manor

calling

Dean Anderson Given
Honorary Deg^ree Last
Monday At Southern
(Continued from Page 1)
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I t p a i d p o l i c y h o l d e r s a n d benefii a r i e s $222,035,901 in 1932. I t s toil p a y m e n t s to p o l i c y h o l d e
b o n e t i c l a r l e a el i c e o r g a n i z a t i o n total
$2,982,635,186, a n d
It s t i l l
holds
SI,471,697,007 1 1 A s s e t s to protect
r obligations.
The amount
m d b e n e f l c i a r : es. a d d e d to w h a t It
l o w h a s on h a nd, e x c e e d s t h e total
in by p o H c y h o l d e r a
since Its orsrai i z a t l o n by 5366,166,168.
I t s d i v i d e n d s o r r e f u n d s paid to
l o l i c y h o l d e r s 1 I lff32 w e r e $48,689,467.
I t s t o t a l d l v i d e n d s p a i d to
policyholde
g r e g a t e $749,370,866.
I n 1932 It p a i d 20,807 d e a t h c l a i m s ;
f t h e s e 20,383 w e r e d o m e s t i c , and
0,302. or 99.6 p e r c e n t , w e r e paid
olpl of du«
o t of . o a t h .

He has served as president of
the Phi Beta Kappa Association of
Central Florida since 1928, president of the Ohio Bates Association
from 1926 to 1928, president of
the Florida Bates Association since
1920, president of the Florida Association of the Amateur Athletic
Union, and vice-president of the
SEVERIN BOURNE
General Alumni Association of
Representative
Bates College. He is a member of
Rollins College Publicity Office
Omicron Delta Kappa, Pi Kappa
Delta, Pi Gamma Mu, Phi Lambda
Upsilon, and Gamma Sigma Epsilon.

Portable Typewriters
All Makes
New and Used
Convenient terms can be
arranged.

Davis Office Supply Co.
Orlando 29 E- Pine St. Florida

PARENTS

FACULTY

THE SANITARY MEAT MARKET
offers you
Quality M e a t s a t Money-Saving: Prices
228 PARK AVE.
PHONE 60

Eating Directory
Advertise in the Sandspur
for

Results

Pewter Pitcher
Club Breakfasts
Lunch
Dinner
A la carte

PERRYDELL
There are two comfortable
rooms available opening on a
sun-deck overlooking the garden. They would be enjoyed by
Rollins' friends and parents.
Arrange with u-s for luncheons
and banquets.
Luncheon 75c

-

Dinner $1.00

22 E. Gore Ave.

Orlando

NYALS
Toilet Preparations and Household Remedies
TWO FOR T H E PRICE O F ONE

THE WINTER PARK PHARMACY
Good Food Well Cooked Brings
a Cool Summer

NOACK & HALL

THE

ROLLINS

Cooney Again Offers Some
Valuable Travel Excerpts
The place was a weather-beaten ing beverage made from the juice
hovel, its situation was at the of dried barnacles and foul kelp
mouth of the bay whose ledges and mixed with rust from old anchors
rocks were decayed slimy teeth and and sayings of bearded philosophwhose bad breath was the wind er) and had, in his drunken stupidfrom "up river" (As we were wont ity, taken his nets to sea. Then he
to say, though it was not a river, came bacTc and was quickly asleep.
nor did we ever call it one). As Now that night at perhaps (I say
a mere stripling of a lad I can see "perhaps" not because I do not
us now—(just what I mean by " u s " now the precise time but just beI have never been able to deter- cause I simply love the word . . .
mine)—tripping from ledge to and you have read it already and
ledge to ledge to ledge to ledge as cannot do a single thing about it!)
naked as the day we were born (it 12, he awoke suddenly, and. I will
is only fair to tell you that we ba- say that told by himself the yarn
bies conceived as we were from is even worse than the manner in
the immense jelly-like body of the which I have set it down.
sea, were born with stomach-boots
The nearest village to us was
and "South-byEast-three-quarters912 miles up the coast of OldWesters"). We played at Wreck
flounderland. The amazing history
the Schooner, Ticke the seaweed,
of this place is as old as the place
Skip the Skulpin, looping the lobitself—older in fact. You will all
ster—all these we played and 968 j
; smile whimsically when I tell you
more which I cannot mention. And
it took us over five hours to get
all the while the sea was wont to
there but you must take into conwax wroth and thunder ceasingsideration that the useless, silly,
lessly as it always has and always
superficial era of civilization in
will since doomsday.
which you now leap about was still
, In the spawning season we had
20 years in the future.
to sleep with the protection of
I will never remember the night
twined fish-nets, for, though our
hut (or "house"—as father called that father put to sea in a squall
it with a smile that closely resem- there was a terrific sloop raging.
bled the expression of so many We all stood on the highest rock,
bloated haddock floating in stag- waving died halibut until he was
nant bilge-water) was nearly 1000 out of sight. The last we heard
feet from the water, it was no un- of him, as good and strong a man
usual occurrence to awake with a that ever eked his bread from the
school of flapping mackerel and deep, he was 98 feet below sea levone short lobster in your bed. Their le. Father ("Swinney" as we callbite, though it does not swell to a ed him) was the only man that
lump and itch as that of a mos- ever.
So as I look back to those days
quito, it is nevertheless very, very
painful and lasts anywhere from of fishing, those nights when all
9 to 5 years. My Uncle William the fury of the sea vent itself on
Trwaal who lived three miles away jagged rocks, those bleak winter
(South of South) on the Old Wo- hardships, wispy seaweeded shores
man always tells of an experience —I know that the real big things
he had in the spring of '81. It are not here in this twirling rush
seems that ho had drunk a hogs- of madness and emptiness—Nor
head of gulgh (a sort of intoxicat- are they up there in Newflounderland.

Last Art Exhibit of Engagement of Dave
The Year to be held
Fris is Announced
Monday, May 29th Word has just been received that
On May 29 will be huns the last
exhibit of the year. It will consist of the following oil paintings
by Hugh McKean;
The Colored Preacher, Father
Fox (loaned by the Catholic
School), Foggy Morning, Nancy,
Portrait of Mr. Aldis (loaned I»y
Mr. Aldis), The Botanist, The Boy
With the Cup (winner Allie Arts
'.•i2). Portrait of My Grandfather,
Foreclosure, Ivan (loaned by Mrs.
Aldis), and Landscapes.
Mr. McKean's exhibit will remain in the studio unt-il June 5.

Tea is Held at Art
Studio Friday for
Florida Federation
A special feature of the studio

SERIES OF PLUyS
TO ENO JUNE 3

Teviews
GORDON
Postviews
pfainviews

*WiIl o* the Wisp" Presented tea held last Friday afternoon was •*i\Ierton of the Movies" Will Downright disappointing, it is, uch a$ skulk, glower, scabby,
the unveiling of a large oil landIn Annie Russell Theatre
Close Year*s Activities
downright disappointing. Previews, churl.
scape given and painted by Mr.
The Workshop, under the direction of Robert Warfield, presented
Doris Holman's two-act Irish play,
"Will o' the Wisp," in the Annie
Russell Theatre Monday morning
at ten o'clock. The theme is not an
unusual one; the jealousy of a
poet's wife for the simple life and
people that inspire him. She plans
his life, but she cannot touch his
soul.
The difficult role of country woman was played by Rosamund Carson with her usual precision. She
is to be congratulated upon her
performance at the open of the
play when the theatre door opened
and closed noisily every few seconds.
Nancy Cushman as the
poet's wife was excellent iji the
first act, but weaker in the second
when she had to rush on the stage
breathless from a quick change.
Eileen Campbell was such a graceful and appealing White-faced Girl
that one well understood why the
poet's wife followed her out of
the open door. The audience enjoyed Jinney Jones as the superstitious serving-maid.
The play*was cast, staged, and
directed well, but it lacked force
at the end.

French Club Holds
Picnic Wednesday
Le Cercle Francais went to Rock
Springs for a picnic late this afternoon. This will be their last meeting of the year. Peggy Greene,
Hugh Mellen, Kathleen Shepherd,
and Anne Marie Grand were in
charge of transportation, entertainment and the picnic sapper.

Mildred Muccia, Virginia Dunn,
Lou Cashwell, and Dot Shepherd
were week-end guests of Hortense
Dave Fris of Albany, New York, j Boyd in Tampa.
who attended Rollins in 1980 and
1931, is engaged to marry Miss I
Madeline D. McKeon of New York I
City.
I
Miss McKeon is a seni»r at the
New York State College for Teach-1
ors, and belongs to the Eta Phi and 1
Beta Sigma Gamma sorority.
Dave while here was a member
of tho X Club, and since leaving |
Rollins has be«n associated with |
the Times-Union of Albany, N. Y,

New Theory Advanced
Bosten (UP)—A new theory on
the cause of infantile paralysis,
based on over-exertion of the affected muscles and a sudden chill,
was advanced recently by Dr. Perrin T. Wilson, of Cambridge, before the New England Osteopathic
The W. A. A. will hold its an- Association.
nual banquet at Dubsdread C«untry Club on May 31. All members
Lost Check Found
are urged to sign up with Holley
Raymond, Wash. (UP)—A check
Lynip, if they expect to attend, as lost 17 years ago, was cashed by
final arrangements cannot be com- Mrs. Mary A. Garrett. It was
pleted until this is done. Every- worth $50.
one is asked to meet in front of
Carnegie at 6 o'clock, to go out to
Dubsdread.
I't-rmanent Wave Special

SANDSPUR

Postviews, Plainviews, the statisI like Oh-heavens, my-gracious,
Pfister and his landscape class.
The Rollins Theatre Workshop tical dept., the snoop dept., and the land's-sake words, such as tricksy,
Cloverleaf is the lucky receiver of will conclude their eighth season
remainder dept., all six perused tucker, genteel, horrid. I like pretthis Florida scene.
the night of June third in the An- again and again the enlightening ty, flowered, endimanche words,
The exhibit consisted of oils and nie Russell Theatre when they
letter from "Cynical Observing" such as elegant, halcyon, elysium,
water colors brought by the mem- present the light, fast moving
which appeared last week, and as artiste. I like wormy, squirmyi
bers of the board to illustrate the comedy "Merton of the Movies."
yet not a one of us has a thing t o mealy words, such as crawl, blubaccomplishment of the artists in This is the Commencement play,
report, although snoop is a slow ber, squeal, drip. I like sniggly,
their cities and of new work by and was taken from the story of
reader and hasn't quite finished.
chuckling words, such as cowlick,
Rollins students.
Harry Leon Wilson which wjas draThe only conclusion we have on gurgle, bubble, and burp.
Miss Elizabeth Ransom hung, as matized by Marc Connely and
hand (the whole half dozen of us)
I like the word job better than
part of her show, costumes from George E. Kaufman.
is that we must be pretty bad; position or situation. I quit mine
the different plays which have been
The title role of this four-act anything that could escape the last October . . . . a copy and conput on this year. Her students play will be entrusted to Boyd Kywhatever-it-is that graced Student tact job with a healthy New York
contributed their completed note- ner, and the supporting cast will
Opinion seven days ago without agency. I left to go to Europe,
books for Costume Designing.
include such outstanding players even a mention must be pretty sad where I spent ten luscious months
Caricatures of students and pro- that have proved their merit in the
as well as bad. When about every- wallowing in culture.
fessors were the cause of much past as: Jean Jackson in the role
thing else was labelled rotten, what
I have just come back . . . . and
laughter among the guestfe.
of Tessie Kerns, Ted Ehrlick
MUST we be?
I still like word. May I have a few
Receiving were Mrs. Pfister, Amos Gaswiler, Sam Howe as the
with you?
It
was
only
through
great
effort
Miss Robie, Dean Bingham, Mrs. I town youth, Elmer Hough, and
Fuller, president of the Florida I Thelma Van Buskirk in the charm- of will that sufficient restraint was
And there followed the name of
Federation of Art, and Margaret ing role of a famous movie actress, exercised this week to prevent our
blossoming forth all in nice, black, Robert Pirosh, together with an adJaeger.
The evening promises to be a crepe-ish boldface tints to mourn dress on Madison Avenue, and a
highly entertaining one as the plot the oversight, but we did hold a phone number.
The time-worn
of the story is well known through private directors' meeting and de- phrase fits right in here—P. S.
the success of the moving picture cided to cut it short for the rest He got the job.
of that name. The action through- of you who, since "C. 0 . "
out is rapid, and the iJialogue is proves, must be even more bored to
True to the promise of paraextremely amusing. Of course the even more tears than ever.
graph three, we're done. It's a
"The Advantages of Being Shy" main interest of the story is the
shame to follow that word-exhibiwas a delightful, one-act comedy adventures of Merton who attempts
tion with even this little bit.
Some months ago there appeargiven by the Workshop last Satur- to become a great movie star, and
day at a 10 o'clock matinee. It all that befalls him in that quest. ed an advertisement of, well, just
Dry Society Okeys Beer
was directed by Rosamond Carson.
Others in the cast include, Lois plain goodness (meaning quality).
Rockland, Mass. (UP)—It is perThe memebrs of the cast were: Ransom, Dante Bergonzi, Milford Set in modern typography without
Ariel Camp, Iris; Pat Loughrey, Davis, Eliza Windsor, Bill Fletch- illustration, the following para- missible for members of the RockHelen; Mona Graessle, Olivia; er, Kay Hara, and Howard Sho- graphs carry something in the way land Catholic Total Abstinence SoCarol Marion, Janet;
Frances walter. This production will bring of pulling power that you don't ciety to drink 3.2 beer. The bySouthgate, Miss Blakely; a n d to a conclusion the most varied find very often. The heading is laws have been amended to cover
the situation.
Frank Hughes, Tom Thurston.
season, and one of the most suc- simply
cessful ones that the Workshep has
I LIKE WORDS
First Bulletin Issued
ever
enjoyed.
It
will
be
a
fitting
Here is the whole of it, verbatim:
Dog Died of Remorse
Amherst, Mass. (UP)—The first
finis to a splendid year.
I like fat, buttery words, such
bulletin
on the control of houseas ooze, turpitude. Glutinous, toady.
Sturbridge, Mass. (UP)—SeverI like solemn, angular, creaky hold insects ever published in this
al days after his dog disappeared,
Star to Select Beauty
country
was
issued by the Massawords, such as straitlaced, cantanJesse Leno found it lying dead
across the grave of Mrs. Leno in
Abilene, Tex. (UP)—Frederic kerous, pecunious, valedictory. I husetts State College in 1889.
North Cemetery. The dog had March, screen star, has agreed to ke spurious, gold-plated, black-isAged Man Rides Aged Bicycle
been greatly devoted to Leno's
ise Simmons Unievrsity's most hite words, sueh as gentlefolk,
wife, who died two years ago.
Boston (UP)—The fav»rifee recbeautiful girl this year in the mortician, free-lancer, mistress. I
ation of John J. James, 70, is
school newspaper's annual beauty like suave "V" words, such as
igali, svelt, bravura, verve. I riding a high-wheel bicycle. The
contest. Photographs of tiie 20
Advertise in the Sandspur
cruncky, brittle, crackly words,: high-wheeler is 43 years old.
candidates will be sent to him soon.
For Results

Workshop Presents
Matinee Saturday

Some things
ti you can ffovc

iroYC-.

W.A.A. Banquet To
Be Held On May 31

$4.50

Pugsley Seniors are | Ritz Beauty Salon
Given Dinner Party Phone 127-J 123 Morse Clvd
Thursday evening Mrs. Georgia
Enwright was hostess at a dinner
party in the Beanery in honor of
the seniors of Pugsley Hall. The
guests of honor included Ruth
Hart and Jimmy Ottaway, the only
gentleman allowed. Doty Lang, Holley Lyflip, and Betty Moody. Other guests were Dr. Holt, Mrs. Lester, Miss Robie, and all residents
of the dormitory.

Have your notebooks, themes
typed

Henry Brokmeyer
Appointments at
change, "Back of
Di«t3tion to the
per 27iO

Woman's Exthe Botkery"
machine, 10c
words

Like the Milder,
Better Taste
of Chesterfields

J

UST trying a package or two will
show you that Chesterfields are
Milder and Better-Tasting. But
vou can't learn much about why
they're that w a y . . . except by taking our word for it.
Wherever cigarette tobaccos are
on sale, there you will find our
buyers, busy picking out and purchasing ripe, mild tobaccos—almost good enough to eat.

Expert AVatch Repairing of
nd American Watches
Svv
Crvstals Fitted
Eye Glasses Repaired

Grover Morgan
242 E. PARK AVE.

For the best service trade with

THE COLLEGE GARAGE
Operated by

Scott and Galloway

Then they are blended and crossblended—Domestic and Turkish
b o t h — i n just the right proportion . . . so that there'll be just one
good flavor and aroma.

a
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people know it
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Rollins Sandspur
Published Weekly By Students Of RolUns
Established in 1894 with the following
editorial: "Unassuming yet mighty, sharp
and pointed, well-rounded yet
many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and
energetic as its name implies, j
victorious in single combat I
and therefore without a peer,
wonderfully attractive and
extensive in circulation:
these will be found upon investigation to
be among the extraordinary qualities of the
Sandspur."
Members of United Press
Member Winter Park Chamber of Commerce
Telephone 271-W
Entered as second class matter November
24, 1925, a t the post office a t Winter Park,
Florida, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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Sports Editor
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Richard Camp
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FEATURE DEPARTMENT
Feature Editor
Victoria Bedford
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Jones, Duke Wellington, Burleigh Drummond, Carroll Cooney, Sidney Carter.
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Copy Editor
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Proof Editor
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Betty Chapman.
REPORTERS
James Gowdy, Estelle Long, Ruth Hart,
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THE MODERN SPIRIT AND THE
MAJORITY
Much water has flower under the bridge.
This year may well be regarded as a study,
an education, quite apart from texts. Maiiy
things have contributed and the year cleses
with an investigation.
Etllins is in the position of a large bank
—it has been examined. The outcome will
not be known for some time, but suffice it
to say that, whether the results be favorable to the critics or the criticized, there
has been an accounting all around.
What of the Sandspur? Where dees it
stand? It chooses to take a position such
• s that suggested by the gentleman who
wrote the opinion letter on this p8g»—that
«f a newspaper, not a pacifier. We consider
thia honest but net prejudiced.
In the first place, criticism is criticism.
It is not a bad thing. It is a means of
clarifying the air. This spirit of inquiry
and frank comment is, though not universal,
more common among your true moderns
that it has ever been in the past. It is a
spirit of candor which regards things above
criticism in a wary manner. It is not the
attitude of the rapacious crusader; it is
more carefully analytical. It has been bom
of the knowledge that perfection has never
motivated progress. It is »ot destructive,
it merely calls forth justification. No one
in a secure position need resent this, especially if it is known that the difference of
•pinion is the result of honest consideration. There it is, judge yourself. Consider
that the intellect is too often employed as
a half-time aid in arriving a t conclusions.
One's intellect won't wear out by dint of
honest usage. Treat it not thus gently. .
The modern ideal carries us further. It
recognizes intellectual enfranchisement. Individual reason as the last court of appeal
has made heavy sledding for established
autkerity and foregone conclusion. It repeatedly calls forth proof of integrity. The
right ef private judgment has long since
become a matter of assertion, a dne. Pergonal rancor should not be held as an accampaniment of this prirHege. Uareasaning acecptawe is not the formala by which

one may realize the ultimate of one's powers, for will and conscience give a drive that
honesty will not deny.
Our only comment for the present is that
such situations as the one now under discussion are brought about because something is not as it should be. Honesty offers
no choice but frank admittance of belief.
What is true, and what is not true is a matter to be decided, and that only by the employment of open-mindedness and as firm
a grasp of the ramifications of the case as
everyone can muster.

OTHER EDITORIALS
THE AMERICAN C O L L E G E FIFTY YEARS AGO AND TODAY
William Lyon Phelps,, Yale University
English professor and literary critic whose
column has dominated the editorial section
of Scribner's magazine now for several
years and whose endorsement has either
"made" or "broken" books and their authors, looks back on fifty years of college
life in an article published recently in the
New York Times, and found many decided
changes in the life of the undergraduate,
both profitable and otherwise. His estimate
of the modern college man is based, naturally, on the aequaintances formed and experiences undergoae at Tale University, yet
it should be of interest to students at Rollins and elsewhere.
Among other observations
Professor
Phelps finds that the college men of today
have lost their former solidarity of college
life and sentiment, class spirit, and most
of the intimacy of friendships with other
students and instructors. He also finds,
and this is what interests us most, that
present undergraduates have retained something which he calls "the spirit of youth,"
and that they have wider intellectual interests, greater maturity of mind, and larger ability for independent research. We
are indeed happy to hear of these conditions
at Yale, for, whether or not they are in evidence in our own little community is a question open for much debate and discussion.
The modern college students, Dr. Phelps believes, have compelled their instructors to
give them more, and, as a result, the present-day college possesses much greater intellectual excitement.
A noticeable decline iu spirit, both of the
college as a whole and of separate classes
has, at Rollins as well as every other institution in the country, coincided with the
doing away of class battles, the elimination of class banquets, and the laxity in
carrying out freshman regulations, an institution which always played a great part
in the life of the college student a decade
or so ago. The loss of spirit involved by
the abolition of these various customs seems
deplorable, and there is a need, according to
Professor Phelps, for the continuation of
those traditions with which the former student was so well acquainted.
William Lyon Phelps himself has always
been a great enthusiast for athletics, both
college and professional. He has brought
this enthusiasm into many of his speeches
before groups of young mon. He believes
that the enthusiasm for athletics, at present, at its very peak, does not compare with
that of his own tirae, and he sees through
this medium an opportunity for the preservation of a small pertion of college spirit.
It is this lack, he writes, which is one
of the most deplorabc issues in our colleges today.
Athletics alone, it is stated,
keep Yale men in New Haven over the
week-ends. If the proficiency in the subject taught is to determine the best
teachers, the coaches vastly surpass the professors. This poi»t, which he brought out
so emphatically, is certainly becoming an
issue in the old controversy sf paying the
coach more than the professors of Greek.
However, at Rollins, we do not believe that
athletics do much to build up the spirit
of the college when we atop to consider that
we have but one team which is consistently successful, and that none arouse sufficient interest to maintain week-end unity.
Dr. Phelps also hails the discipline which
is taught on the athletic field as that which
will in time be the successsor to the discipline which was formerly imposed in the
chapel and the class-room.
It is indeed unfortunate that colleges of
today cannot maintain the indifferences to
the outside world which Professor Phelps
desires. It is also unfortunate that they
must follow public opinion rather than
lead it. This is becoming more and more
in evidence all of the time. The college of
fifty years ago, which could preserve a
monastic aloofness, was attended by those
who entered the clergy and divers other professions, and by those who expected no financial returns from their education. Now,
however, a university combines instruction
in liberal arts, technical subjects, and commerce against a background of various
amusements, and nearly all of the undergraduates attend with the hope of preparing themselves for successful careers, and,
by that, nine out of every ten mean financial success and economic independence,
which they absolutely cannot ever attain.
Very few of the present-day college students, leave their institutions with the idea
in mind that they will spend their lives
serving humanity, and this last, it seems
to us, is by far the most deplorable change
which has taken place in the last fifty years
of the American college.
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BABBITT BEGINS TO THINK
George F. Babbitt was that hypothetical
man-in-the-street created in 1920 by Mr.
Sinclair Lewis. It was strangely paradoxical that America, itself teeming with Babbitts, came to hate this creation so much.
For ten hectic years our average American held the booming tenor of his way.
And then came the crash.
During the post-war period—from the
armistice to the depression—the destinies
of these United States were almost completely in the hands of big business; but as
long as there was a chicken in his pot and
two cars in his garage, Babbitt did not worry about the destinies of his nation. Little
did it concern him that an annual average
of 2,000,000 men were unemployed during
the 'twenties. Meanwhile, in 1929, the
Frankenstein formed by the captain of industry rose up and devoured not only its
creator, but millions of his unwitting fellowmen. And government was sternly advised to stay out of business.
Even then Babbitt implicitly trusted the
steel magnate, the Wall Street banker, and
the Smoot-Hawley tariff. He was soothed
with assurances that "conditions are fundamentally sound" and that they would remain so only if he relied upon "the fundamental integrity of this great nation.'
Three precarious years passed. Unemployments increased six-fold, w a g e ^ w e r e
cut, and prices fell; confidence was lost,
and banks failed.
It was with the advent of the "new deal"
and the banking crisis t h a t Babbitt really
began to think. The lame ducks were buried, the high-Tories expelled; the new administration broke with Wall Street, and
confidence returned. President and Congress jointly pushed a vigorous campaign
of economic, industrial, and financial reform.
Babbitt took hope. Suddenly he realized
that the greater part of the nation was
enthusiastically supporting policies t h a t
radicals had championed for years. He
found himself advocating and defending
measures pointing toward possible solutions that his complacent conservatism had
never before been able to discern. Of a t
least one fact he was certain: his repudiation of the antiquated policy of relying upon
big business for guidance and leadership.
Babbitt takes hope. He is looking forward to much-needed political and social reform. He is relying upon the liberal leadership of an able administration. Babbitt
—the new Babbitt—is beginning to think.
—Stuart Noblin in The Davidsonian.

<BOOKS
By H. ALLEN SMITH
United Press Book Editor
Norman Douglas produced one of the most
satisfying novels ever written in "South
Wind." It has been a classic for years and
it will remain one. Douglas now takes "an
autobiographical excursion" in "Looking
Back" (Harvourt Brace).
He employs a peculiar method, but it is
one which must have amused him greatly.
For years he has kept a Japanese box, into
which he places calling cards presented by
persons who have come to see him, or with
whom he has exchanged cards.
Now he takes these cards from the box
and goes over them. Each name either conjures up a memory, or brings a Wank. Few
of them are people we know about, but most
of them are intensely interesting under
Douglas' pen. Among those you will encounter, however, are Dr. Axel Munthe,
Muriel Draper, D. H. Lawrence, Rupert
Br»oke, W. H. Hudson, Joseph Conrad,
Frank Harris, and even Harry Leon WilAs an autobiographical work, we found it
comparatively dull, because Norman Douglas surely could have produced a better book
of this sort. But as it stands, it has its
good points, and should give you a distinct
impression of the author's character.
Bradford Eopes, whose "42nd Street"
made a huge success as a movie, has written a much better book about the stage in
"Stage Mother" (King). It is about Kitty
Lorraine and her daughter, Shirley, and the
story starts at a period when Shirley is a
baby. The husband and father is killed,
and life for Kitty and Shirley becomes very
unsatisfactory, in many respects. Shirley,
however, ultimately triumphs o» Broadway,
and marries successfully.
The story itself is nothing great, but the
author's knowledge ef stage life is apparent on every page. His book makes entertaining reading and, no doubt, will soon be
on view at your neighborhood movie house.
Recently we mentioned some of the books
being published on the subject of inflation.
The best yet, however, for the man who
can't quite get the thing straightened out,
is "Inflation," by Donald B. Woodward and
Marc A. Rose (McGraw-Hill). They are
the authors of "A Primer of Money," and
they possess the ability to translate intricate financial matters into everyday language.
Childien of kindergarten age in Spaim are
taught fluency in from three to four modem
languages. (NSFA)—Barnard Bulletin.
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'Items
SNOOTICS
Haughty little skirt
Supersilious and glassy-eyed,
Conceit bloats you beyond,
Eye, you pass me by,
A future shadow!
Vertical nose, unheeding
Like typhoid fever.
How come that stuff?
Stay! friend, be not so
Hot under ye collar.
Haughty airs and callous
Glances oft-times indicate
A mere myopic infirmity—
The gal's nearsighted, see
And maidenly fearful of
Speaking to strangers!
West Virginia Anthenaem.

1.
2.
3.
•Your Husband Sober, Mrs. S a b e r ? '
'Sober as a J u d g e ' "
"V'liich J\icl£;e ?"

STUDENT
Dear Editor:
The student opinion letter which
you ran last week rather led me to
hope anew that the student opinion column would be allowed to develop into the thing it might be.
The advice concerning the proper
manner of publishing a newspaper
was sound. The process of injecting some virility and two-fistedness into our watered down campus publications, is not, however,
a simple one. It involves the consideration of a number of general
principles. The problem that particularly troubles me, and which I
think will trouble you, should you
consider seriously turning your
opus into a newspaper in the true
sense of the word, is the matter
of what constitutes a great man or
a great institution. The minute
you lay off reporting last weeks'
doing in Guatemala and the benefit tea at the Sigh Whoopsilon
house and light into the high sounding but somewhat dubious skullduggery which our own campus affords, you are going to run into
a great phalanx of timid souls who
will want to shut you up and will
tell you that what little squabbles
we have we must keep to ourselves
and that we must not air our fights
in public. They'll tell you that Rollins is a kindly place and that we
have no controversy here—that if
you discover that the man next to
you is a liar and a cheat you must
not tell him so because the college
must present a united front. If
you believe that and if you are
going to publish a sheet on those
principles, well and good, but don't
can it a newspaper—it should be
classed, rather, I should think, as
a pacifier.

OPINION
want to play, editor, don't be afraid
of a good scrap or of hurting someone's feelings.
My comment, then, can be
brought to this—attack the false
faced things about you,—and try
by your own example to inculcate
a habit of honesty in your readers. Honesty in the sense I had
in mind one cold Tuesday when I
tried to work out a credo for great
men and produced this—which you
might use to refresh yourself if
ever you feel too complacent. A
man ceases to be great when he refuses to consider the possibility of
his being a jackass.
Sincerely,
A STUDENT.
Dear Editor:
Since the "misdirected" attempt
at progression and creative controverys made by the late Professor
Rice has been crushed as a horrible incongruity in a college which
supposedly fosters and encourages
thinking, a dull gray indifference
has settled over a campus once
bubbling with verbal skirmishes
and bull sessions.
Mr. Cynical Observing is probably expecting some minor repercussions from his admirable and
much needed explosion last week,
but I choose to ignore his general
trend and simply co«gratulate the
student body on having among their
number a whole heartedly constructive critic.
I am an enemy of indifference.
It is not surprising that I tend to
progressiveness and liberality since
that was what drew me to this
college. As a student I not only
feel it is my right, but also my duty
to present my views upon a situation liable to effect us all personally. There is such a confusion
of terms and opposition of opinion
that it is impossible for me to take
a definite stand. I can only hope
to clear up a few false impressions
of what has actually happened.
Nob«dy has done anythiag terrible. Therefore, no one should be
condemned. It is absurb to say
t h a t either side is wholly in the
right. I do believe the Administration took the only course open
in its action concerning Mr. Rice.
From its point of view his influence was antagoaistic to the principles of the College. He had no
right to object to his being dismissed . . . . no legal right. The
question is: did he have a moral
right? From his point of view
which in this case is sane, yes, because if all the other professors
(and the administration) had carried out the conference plan and
the Rollins idea to its fullest extent, doubtless, Mr. Rice's unusual methods would have caused
little comment. I do not believe
he was a bad moral influence here.
Until the results of the investigation are printed nobody will know
anything. If I were definitely on
one side, I should make every effort to have my views printed.
What's the editorial page for, if
not to raise hell with something
now and then ? . . . . constructively.

In the first place the college is
not a single institution in a practical sense. It is a collection of
institutions. The ability of a college to give the student a genuine education is dependent on its
ability to point out to the student
all the varieties of experience and
life that exists in this uproarious,
ly funny world. It cannot make
his decisions for him. It can only
point out all the possibilities and
then hope that the student will
come to the same conclusion. Then
it would seem to me that one of
the functions of the divers institutions on the campus is to serve
as a check on one another. That's
where this question of what constitutes greatness crops up. There
has been entirely too much fear
abroad here of hurting someone's
feelings by criticism. It would follow I should think that the minute
anything or anybody acquires sufficient stature to command any
recognition at all that they should
necessarily come in for a share of
critieism. It should consider it an
insult to my intelligence if there
weren't a sizeable group of misguided people who hated the ground
I walked on and who considered me
the ultimate of asininity. It isn't
as though we had any set standard to cling to. No one knows absolutely what is good and bad and
it behooves all who profess to seek
this elusive business of truth to
P. M. F.
consider carefully any criticism of
their findings that has any posstDearest Editors . . . and all those
bility of being correct. Institutions solidify and mildew some-, vvho are prone to leaving glushy,
times with amazing rapidity and 'intellectual spoors wherever they
it is out of eontroversy some times tread:
that progress arises. So if yoU; Having cast a bulbuoua eye over
(Continued on Page 8)
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"COLLEGE LOVES"
Freshman:
Chewing gum
Green hats
Himself
Sophomore:
Hot dogs
Bluffing
Himself
Junior:
Knowledge ( ? )
Flattery
Himself
Senior:
Himself
Himself
Himself

In a fi-eshman history class at
the Catholic University of America
the instructor, while bringing out
the fact that France declared war
on Austria and Prussia, wrote on
the board: "France declares war
on A. and P."
Connecticut College News thinks
that it would be a good idea if the
students demanded half the royalties on their examination paper
answers which are sold to humor
publications.
Michigan-University has instituted a new kind of insurance which
has been welcomed by a large number of students. It is an insurance
against flunking. Its premium is
small and the face of the policy
is the cost of attending summer
school.
One wide-awake professor a t
Fordham University passes a student 'who has been dead for six
months.
Despite popular abnegations, there
are a few persons in the world who
believe t h a t college students worry.
A study by a psychology class at
Purdue University conducted over
a period of years revealed that B6
per cent of the students were worried about their studies. Furthei^
more 40 per cent are reported worried about money. Family affairs
have 21 per cent of the undergraduates perplexed; social affairs
17 per cent, and religion 5 per cent.
The report shows only 12 per cent
of the students are worried about
affairs of the heart.

The Tower Times informs us
that at the University of Minnesota coeds are liable to a fine «f
ten dollars or a jail sentence of
six days if caught wearing a fraternity pin.
Because he threatened to suspend any student found daneing,
A. V. Proudfoot, president of the
Simpson board of trustees, last
week was pelted with eggs and
fruit during a chapel meeting. His
speech, punctuated by continuojos
booing and hissing, followed temporary suspension of seven students who attended a private dance.
The Loyola Maroon.
The Tulane Hullabaloe tells of
a student at Baylor University that
can disjoint both her arms and hips,
has double knees, has an eye in
which the muscle is paralyzed, is
minus a rib, has a cracked skull,
has one toe cut off, and yet looks
perfectly normal and participates
in many sports and activities.
The result of the alleged vote as
to "what girls we would like best
to date if we could have our pick"
Chorus girls, 239, waitresses,
197, nurses 142, stenographers 101,
teachers 67, manicurists 36, pickups 22, college women for inmates
1.
A b b a a a Green and WhKe.
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Chi Omega Sorority
Bertha Jennings to
Is Entertained Last
Be Married in the
Chapel on June 3rd Week At Perrydell
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By M. J. DAVIS
Yes,
dear readers, your "superfluous correspondent" 15 back with
you again!! Not, however, until
after a most terrific mental struggle with myself, trying to decide,
after that scathing denunciation of
our humble efforts to become a social menace by our self-styled
God's Gift to Journalism" last
week, whether Life was really
worth living. (If you call this sort
of thing living!) However, ALL
my friends . . . . yes, both of them
finally persuaded me that I
owed it to my creditors to go on
th the show, so on . . . . and on
and on . . . . I go.

directors Will Open Season
With "Adding Machine"
At a recent business meeting the
Directors of the Museum drew up
plans for the 1933-34 session, con(jdered the thirty applications for
membership in the organization,
(lected a dramatic director to help
(jrry on the work, and made plans
* the bill of plays presented last
rbursday evening in their Fern
Park Theatre.
The Directors agreed to open
their next season with Elmer Rice's
Adding Machine," the first full
kngth play to be presented by the
jiuseum. This will be followed by
1 novel bills such as Edgar
Lee Master's Spoon River Anthol'The Queen's Husband" or a
DHiilar play in the Greek style,
rhich will be staged in stiff pupit-gestures, and a dramatization
one of Plato's Dialogues. There
ill be presented several bills of
riginal one-act plays, such as
Hcrling Olmstead's "Silent Night."
^l^the^ plans will be made in the
111.
The Museum intends to have a
repertory library, by which we
nean a number of one-act plays
ivailable at all times for civic
tlubs, banquets, and special profrtms. The renters of these plays
ire to pay the royalty, the traveling expenses, and a stipulated
ria. The Museum also exnets to enter in the State Dramale Contest.
From the thirty applications for
Hrectorships the present members
(lected the ten students who seemd best fitted to serve the organition as actors, scenic painters,
itics, property managers, or in
ther specified capacities. These
'mbers elected were as follows:
wnard Fassett, Eleanor White,
lancy Cushman, Nancy Gantt,
tacklin Moon, Virginia Jaekel,
ony Merrill, Dick Shattuck, Ed
tonelli, and Kingsley Karnopp.
The extra-campus organization
Kided to invite W. R. Wunsch,
itructor in English, to be one of
« Advisors to the Directors for
« 1933-34 session.
N'o plans were made for a buildij for next year. The Directors
rre«l to wait until the fall to
ike arrangements in regard to
rasing, dates of programs, and
(tails of rehearsals.
In the organization, besides the
(*ly elected members are: MarDavenport, George Barber,
ob-Roy Mize, Bill Russell, Mary
Mwbridge, Eleanor Wright, LouBrett, Jim Holden, Marion Mor", Janet Seasongood, Frank
r»theroll, Nan Chapin, Sally Luce,
tat French, Barbara Reed, Alice
« Swan, Jay Williams, Betty
oung, Alice Trowbridge, H. P.
W»ott, Burleigh Drummond, and
"irroll Cooney.

After having finally deciphered
is little gem of American Letters,
we really enjoyed it immensely, for
Cynical Observer surely did
i his own assertions, merely by
his writing and method of expression.
For instance, he states,
quote: "Perhaps it would be more
appropriate to say that it (my optical error) solidified my opinion."
No doubt about that at all! All
his opinions seem to have solidified . . . . right between the ears!!
But it was mighty magnanimous
of him, after ripping our little
Student Publication all to shreds,
to offer to lend his great experience and advice by continuing to
send in his timely letters each
week. They'd come in handy for
wrapping packages and picnic
lunches for the misguided staff.

line there. Lady, and wait your
turn!!"
While idly scanning the Orlando
paper Saturday morning, we al- Annual Dance Will Be Given
At Orlando Country Club
most fell out of our chair when we
discovered, under National News,
The Junior class, by hearty cothe little item mentioning the fact
that some purse snacher had pock- operation of its members, is planeted the shiny new automobile be- ning the most successful Juniorlonging to our dignified College Senior Prom Rollins has ever had.
Treasurer, Mr. E. T. Brown. Just It will be held at the Orlando Counthen a bicycle drove up to the curve try Club Friday, May 26, from 10
and the gentleman in question and until 2. Dick Marion and his
six husky private detectives step- twelve-piece orchestra from Tamped out. "It ain't losin' de car pa will play. This is one of the
dat boins me up," lisped Mr. Brown best-known and most popular orin his broad Hungarian tones, when chestras in the state. They will
interviewed. (All treasurers are play on the balcony between the
not Scotch. Mr. Brown is half, dance floor and the terrace which
Scotch; the other half is ginger has just been reconditioned for
ale.
)"What gripes me," he con- dancing. It will be illuminated by
tinued, "is dat I just filled de gas colored flood-lights placed in the
surrounding trees. The dance is
tank de night before."
for members of the Junior and SenOne of the many great advant- ior classes and their accompanyages which are offered to the pro- ing guests.
spective student here, is the Rollins Radio Hour, according to the
college prospectus. Now, perhaps
true that many a wavering
student has finally decided on Rollins on the strength of this oppor(Continued from Page 4)
tunity alone, it is extremely doubtful whether, once here, anyone ever your for the most part illegible
listens to the program, which is print, I have come to the point
better knowyi as "Sixty Minutes of where I simply cannot constrain
Absolutely Nothing" (and done myself any longer. Of all the
rather poorly at that!!).
Last abominations which you have printThursday evening the Rollins Hour ed; of all the crass, idiotic, meanreached the peak of its career . . . ingless, poorly written, gulshing,
which would necessarily be a state gabbling, ozzing, bastricating, gar-

Student Opinion

of complete nonenity
when it presented a burlesque operetta on behalf of the Rollins
Alumni Association. If you can
picture Tony Wons reading Ed
Wynn's lines while Ted Husing,
Mahatma Ghandi, and Charlie
Mills sang the chorus numbers of
"lolanthe" to the accompaniment
of the U. S. Marine Band you still
wouldn't be able to conceive of
Thursday evening's little broadcast.
Mouthing their lines and gargling
all the vocal numbers, the cast really put on a good burlesque, making it sound more like a running
description of the graduation exercies of the State Institution for
the Mentally Mained by one of its
inmates. And up in Columbia University, they have a course in milkght see the light and become
ing cows!! Now, who's c r a z y ? ? ?
great journalists, he merely replied,
And here's a bit of fan mail
like the City Desk operator, "Get
from a daring (she must be darit where the hell you can."
But enough of "this puerile sen- ing; she wrote first) young thing,
tence phrasing" and back to some- who signs herself "Anxious." "Will
thing worth while. The Sprague anyone go to Heaven who doesn't
Oratorical Contest came to town get their name in RoUinsania ColSaturday morning and dished us u m n ? " she wants to know. Why,
up a nice surprise. Dick Shattuck, yes indeed,. Anxious. Only they
wearing long pants . . . . no, that's probably won't have a very good
not the surprise . . . . walked off time.
Just picture this Dean of American Literature handling the Sandspur sport page in HIS "virile"
way: "The hard-scrapping, twofisted Rollins Daredevil Knitting
Team came from behind in the
third quarter, as Johnny Sphlytz,
brawny captain and right needle of
the team, and Sammy Phooplyke,
intercollegiate cross-stitch and tatting champion, spurred the great
Daredevil Team on to victory in
the Hemstitching Finals." Only
an unforeseen shortage of beer finally halted the little pearls of wisdom being scattered so profusely
in all directions,—and when we
suggested to the harassed editor
that he supply the entire staff with
some bottled joy, so that we too,

with first prize for as fine a bit
For the further edification of the
of speechmaking as we're heard masses, the K. A.'s were laying a
around here since Charlie Brooks pipeline underneath the street to
groped his way down the aisle to the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
receive his sheepskin last year. They will now pipe their beer supDick packs a powerful appeal in ply directly from Dean Campbell's
his firm, low-pitched voice, and private stock to the cellar of the
makes a fine figure on the plat- K. A. house. It is not true, howform. His entrance and stage ever, that the beer will flow from
presence, alone, would have earnthe kitchen taps . . . Not yet, anyhim an award, in comparison to
how.
Maurie Dreicer's blimp-like apIn closing, for the benefit of
proach or the foggy faraway debating expression of Sid Carter, who those who like this sort of stuff.
seems to sort of dribble out on the ' Who was the young man who, on
stage and up on the platform.
• a bet, took a bath in a certain sorority house one Saturday night two
Ring up another one for deah ] weeks ago
?????
'ole Rawlins!! Let Notre Dame
have its All-American football
teams, let Bates have its worldreno\vned debating team, Rollins
ranks head and shoulders with the
best the country can produce . . .
We can now claim the great AllOn Monday, May 15, Gamma Phi
American Lover, none other than
Frank "Beau Brumniel" Hughes, Beta actives, pledges and alumnae
who boasts a combined personality enoyed a delightful picnic at San(according to the play script) of lando Springs.
Valentino, the Arrow Collar Man,
Attei swimming and supper, an
and a Greek discus thrower. "Okay, informal chapter meeting was held.
Girls, one at a time. Don't push!! Those in charge of arrangements
The "Beau" will take care of you were Jewel Lewter, alumnae, and
as soon as possible. Just keep in Kay Putnam, active.

^appa Seniors are
Entertained by the
Actives Last Sunday
^ n i o r s of Kappa Kappa Gamma
•« entertained with a breakfast
'Ike Chapter house Sunday morn» «t nine o'clock by the active
•Pl". The meal was served in
• Patio by members of the fra""'y. La Georgia Newell was in
•^« of the affair and her un"*«f service in scrambing the mil•s of eggs ,vill long be remem"^^ by the hungry guests.
J»f graduating members of Kap''appa Gamma are Priscilla
Eleanor Wright, Lo
^•••,K

ay Hara, and Ruth Hart.

*« Appreciated Graduation Gift
Wlins Pillow Tops, Special S1.98
IVnnanIs 69c and $1.25

The R. F. Leedy Co.
DOWNTOWN

10
BE HELD FRIDAY

Gamma Phis Given
Picnic at Sanlando

galobomionius, articles you have
ever printed—with the possible exception of the aspid senior biographies, which give me no end of
gastric disturbances—those spacewasting exuding of one egotistic,
long-beaked, contemptibly conceited fraud . . . one Carroll Cooney,
seem to me the most hopelessly
abominable, uncreative bits of
droll that I have ever read in my
life. If you are employing that
foul drabble as space filler (as I
am sure you MUST be!) even then
there is positively no excuse for
it! In the first place, any empty
gobbler who has learned to spell
could at a moment's notice reel off
yards of the trash without so much
as glancing at the paper. Secondly, merely because this Person has
between his flapping ears and frazzling head a single decayed, twisted bit of brain the size of a halved
molecule and has sufficient rnuscle
to push a pen across paper, does
this make it necessary that we, the
readers, should even be obliged to
finger the paper which has been
polluted by his walshing gabboshing?
I am in perfect sympathy, my
dear Editors, with you and your
attempt to make the paper readable and interessant (French . . .
a slip of the typewriter) but for
the love of God (whose name be
exalted) please rid us of this pestilence . . in print , , and, if possible, altogether.
With much love,
RABELAIS.
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The Undersellers,
INC.

The COLONIAL
The Colleg-e Store
Quick Delivery

Chi Omega Sorority
Entertained At Tea

Phi Mu Entertains
With Supper Last
Thursday, May 18

Pi Phis Entertained
By Seniors Monday

AROCLIKS
a r e here

$p

The Rollins Press

Yowell-Drew Co.

C. L. PRUYN
Periodic Inspection

The Winter Park Jeweler

will save you needless
delays and expense
For Value Trade With

City Transfer Co.
Garage
Goodyear Tires
Willard Batteries

The Flora Studio

335 E. Park Ave.

Fine Portraits
At Reasonable Prices

Corsages For
Commencement Dances
SEE

LUCY LITTLE

Special
Student
Rates.

Winter Park Golf Club

BUiCK
PONTIAC
"It's tlie difference that
counts, Not the allowance
on your old car."

THE BOOKERY
232 East Park Avenue, South
Winter Park, Florida

CITY STORAGE
GARAGE

211/2 S. Orange Ave.

PHONE 74

BEAUTY SECTION
Read The SanHspur
For Results

The Harper Method
SHOP
Scientfic Care of Hair
Wavinj^, Facials, Manicuring

Fine Used
Cars

663 N. Orange Ave. Plione 76150

Orange-Buick
Pontiac Co.

Let us give you a shampoo and
wave. We use quick and effective dryers.

"Open Evenings"
330 N. ORANGE AVE.
Phones 5353—8335

Drive in today for a complete inspection of your car.
Complete lubrication service.
Battery and Electrical
Service.
Mansfield and K e l l y
Tires.
Washing, Polishing, and
Simonizing.
Repair Service for all
cars.
Texas Gas and Oils.
Delco Batteries.
A. C. Fuel Pump Service
and Parts.

Phone 7695

Also a Beautiful Line of Frames

Steve's Bar-B-Q
Aways Warm Inside
Toasted sandwiches of all kinds
Mexican Chili
Midway between Orlando and
Winter Park

Organization Makes Plans For
Coming Year

W. A. A. held its final meeting
on Thursday, May 18, in Recreation Hall. The president presented the plan of reorganization, as
drawn up by the committee, to be
voted upon by the Association.
The new plan, briefly, eliminates
the point system of admisison to
W. A. A., making membership automatic upon the entrance of any
woman student in Rollins. Its
principal feature is the R Club, to
be composed of girls who have
played on three finally-chosen
teams. This R Club will be the
Executive Board of the W. A. A.
The annual banquet to be held
on May 31, was announced. The
following girls are in charge: Doty
Lang, general chairman; Holley
Lynip , program chairman; Bill
Murphy, in charge of decorations;
and Rosamond Carsons, transportation committee.
Thelma Van Buskirk announced
the open swimming meet to be held
on Tuesday, May 23, and asked the
girls to sign up for the different
events.
The new members of W. A. A.
Kay Rice, Margaret Jaeger,
The Chi Omega sorority was en- are:
and
Alyce Cleveland.
tertained last Thursday, May 17th,
at a tea in Orlando, by Mrs. E. S.
Bridges, a patroness of the chapAdvertise in the Sandspar
ter. A clever one-act play, "Flash
For Resultjs
Back," was presented by the members of the Sorosis Club of Orlando. Assisting Mrs. Bridges in serving were Mrs. Gaston Edwards and
Mrs.
Paul McNiel, who are also
The five senior members of Phi
Chi Omega patronesses.
Mu sorority were
entertained
Thursday night at a buffet supper
and bridge given a t the home of
Miss Francis Bloodgood in Tangerine.
The favors were crystal perfume bottles.
The seniors included Louise WeeThe seniors of Pi Beta Phi enden, Dorothy Shepherd, Mary Adelaide Fariss, Lou Cashwell and tertained the active chapter with
a Cookie Shine at the house MonEliza Windsor.
The following alumnae were day night at 6:30.
The hostesses included Alice Buthostesses: Francis Bloodgood, Dorothy Lewter, Mary Howard, Elsa ler, Martha Davenport, Elinor Estes,
Harriett Hiller, Doris Lang,
Hildebrandt and Viola Wilson.
and Jstte Welhoff.
C o m e in a n d s e e t b e SatTwin's Birthdays Are Different
est c o n t r i b u t i o n to s h i r t Man Uses Aged Comforter
dom—the new Arrow
Randolph, Mass. (UP)—When
Lawrence, Mass. (UP)—Though
AROCLIK.
T h e y ' r e Santwin sons were bom to Mr. and Charles Linfield goes to bed he
jorised Shrunk a n d c o m e
Mrs.
Henry Banks at a hospital keeps warm with a comforter
in
t
w
o
t
o
n
e
blues,browns
which
was
made
by
his
grandhere, they will celebrate their birthand greens.
day anniversary on different days. mother , Mrs. Olive Howard, 90
years
ago.
One was born 10 minutes befoice
195
midnight, the other not until 50
minutes later.
A s a d v e r t i s e d in
Saturday Evening
Pnsl
this
week.
Jewelry with College Seal
Printers and Stationers
Suitable for Graduation Gifts
See them at

FRED M. FLOYD

T-h-e H-a-u.n-t-e-d B-o-o-k-s-h-o-p
^*f K<rL>nomy and C^onvenience
Visit Our 10c Counter

The Chi Omega sorority was delightfully entertained Saturday,
May twenty-first, at a dinner party at the Perrydell in Orlando,
given by Miss Margaret Jaeger in
honor of her nineteenth birthday.
The table was attractively decorated with roses and interesting favors
for each of the nineteen guests.
During the course of the dinner
Miss Jaeger was presented with a
gold bracelet from her sorority sisters.
Following the dinner the sorority
was hostess at its formal spring
dance held at the Aloma Country
Club. The decorations were cleverly carried out with a large Chi
Omega banner and pretty modernistic flowers. The punch, ever refreshing, was in great demand. Excellent music was furnished by the
Triangle Rhythm Kings. The chaperones were: Mrs. Belle K. Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Harve Clemens,
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Dougherty, Mr.
and Mrs. Thjeodore Dreier, Mr. and
Mrs.
Harold" Sproul, and Miss Ellen Apperson.

LSED CAR SPECIALS
'28 Buick Coach
$125
'30 Chevrolet Coupe
$225

ORLANDO LAUNDRIES, INC.
Launderers, Dyers : nd Cleaners
A Clean Ser\ice F^ ir Every Need

Invitations were issued May 15,
by Mrs., Asa K. Jennings for the
wedding of her daughter. Bertha,
to Dick Shannon. The service will
be held in Knowles Memorial Chapel June 3, at four o'clock. Dean
Campbell will perform the ceremony.
One delightful, pre-nuptial event
has been given in honor of the
bride-elect by Miss Kathleen Shep^
herd. The party was a miscellaneous shower given at the home
of the hostess on 534 Palmer avenue.
Gifts were presented to the
bride-elect by Beverly Wycoff, a
wee cupid appropriately costumed.
Phi Mu colors of pink and white
were carried out in decoration and
refreshments. Asssisting the hostess in serving were Mrs. F. W.
Shepherd, Mrs. J. 0. Hale, and
Dorothy Shepherd.
Besides members of the Phi Mu
sorority, the guests were: Mrs.
Chas. Henning, Mrs Asa K. Jennings, Mrs. Edith Sackett, Mrs.
Ruby Marshall, the Misses Viola
Wilson, Dorothy Hallet, Verna
Maxon, Mary Howard, Ruth Cole,
Frances Bloodgood, Thurza Fluno,
Harriett Henning, Margaret Marshall, and Rosemary Bumby.
Several events are being planned
for the coming week, but no announcements have been made.

W. A. A. HOLDS

BEAUTY
IS A DUTY

Mariam's BeautyShop
346 E. Park Are.

Phone 11

Andre's Beauty Salon

Eda's Beauty Shop

l^ernxanent
Waves
S5 and $7
Shampoo, Finger Wave,
Haircut, Manicure, Arch.
Each 50c
220 S. Main, Orlando Phone 3479

THE

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

KAPPA ALPHA WINS COVETED DIAMONDBALL CUPf
K. A'S OEFEAT
X CLUB I M IN
Dave Schrage Pitches Fine
Ball For K. A / s ; Miller and
Ganson Star For X Club

Eight Seniors Are
Presented with the News
History
Rollins_Key Wed.
(Continued from page 1)
a man to a life pass to all home
games of Rollins College.
Those who received the RolUns
Key Wednesday a r e :
Ed Cruger—football 3 years.
Phil Horton—football 3 years.
"Flop" Morris—football 2 years;
basketball and baseball 1 year.
Dan Contini—football 2 years;
baseball 1 year.
Bill Miller—basketball 1 year;
baseball 1 year; golf 1 year.
Will Rogers—football 3 years;
basketball 1 year; baseball 2 years.
T. J . Morris—football 3 years;
basketball 1 year; baseball 2 years;
tennis 1 year.
Don Fisher—football -3 years;
swimming 2 years.

The Kappa Alpha team stepped
out on the field Monday a t 4:00
P. M. and punched out a good,
clean 12-5 win over the X Club to
take t h e Intra-mural diamond ball
championship of the school.
The K. A.'s got away to a big
start in the very first inning as
they piled up a four-run lead, eas^
ily reaching Curt Ganson's pitching with long hits. Ed Cruger'a
homer, scoring Horton ahead of
him in the opening inning started
things off, a s Coleman misjudged
his hard fly to left. Beating out
four slow infiel4 hits that t h e X
Club was unable to gather in in
At a general assembly held Wedtime, the K. A. squad filled the
nesday morning in the Annie Russell
bases again and two more runs
Theatre the following Intra-mural
came in t h a t inning on fielder's
awards and the Varsity letters were
choices.
given out.
With superb support behind him, Intra-mural Trophies and Medals
and pitching a beautiful brand of
Tennis Trophy—X Club.
bai, Dave Schrage held the oppoTennis Singles Medal—Eastwood.
sition scoreless for four innings,
Tennis Doubles Medal—Eastwood
during which time the K. A.'s gar- and Robertson.
nered another run when Horton
Diamond Ball Batting Champion
scored on Parson's wild pitch to —George Ganson.
second. In t h e fifth, Enck doubled
Volley Ball Trophj;—Kappa AlMiller home for the first X Club pha.
run, and a few minutes later Hines
Golf Trophy—Kappa Alpha.
scored on a fielder's choice and
Individual Medal Golf—B. DrumGeorge Ganson scored a third run mond.
on Curt Ganson''s long fly to left.
Basketball Trophy—X Club.
Bob Stevenson tailed another
Diamond Ball—Kappa Alpha.
Kappa Alpha run in the sixth, but
Varsity Lettermen
it was the six-run rally in the sevGolf—B. Miller, J. Brown, Enck,
enth that put the old ball game on Merrill, Johnson, Ward, Turner.
the ice for good. Ganson weakenBaseball—Letters and sweaters
ed considerably in the last two in- for first year—S. Morse, Mgr.,
nings, and in the seventh filled t h e Winant, Butner. Service Stars—
bases three times, and before the Bralove, Doyle, Dunlop, Rogers,
fatal inning was over six precious Fuchs, Washington, Tourtellotte,
runs had crossed the bag, leaving Stoddard, T. J. Morris.
the X Club on the wrong end of a
Fencing—Marchman.
12-3 score.
Swimming — Chakeles, Malone,
With a nine-run lead behind him, Goeiler, Moore, Coleman, Edwards,
Schrage, who had pitched air-tight Hines, Davies, Baldwin.
ball for six innings, let di)wn a bit
and allowed two more X Club runs
to cross the plate, but the last inning rally was useless, and the game
ended with the Kappa Alpha's in
possession of the diamond ball trophy, to the score of 12-5.
Bob Fuchs, student a t Rollins
Outstanding stars of t h e game
were Dave Schrage, who pitched a College, and son of Judge Emil
great game with beautiful support Fuchs, president of the Boston
from the team behind him; Bill Braves, plans to leave Winter Park
Miller and George Ganson, for the on Tuesday, June 6, for Harrisburg,
X Club, who both saved their team Pa., where he will act as business
many a sure run by magnificent manager and treasurer of the Harrisburg ball team, in the New Yorkwork in the field.
Pennsylvania Class A League.
'Yflung Fuchs announced that he
is taking along with him Bob Pittman, Orlando team's third baseman, for a tryout with the Harrisburg club. Fuchs plans to pick up
Pittman at Gainesville en route.
He said he feels optimistic over the
chance of Pittman making the
Catcher—Wetherell.
grade at Harisburg and points out
Pitcher—Schrage.
that Buddy Lake, a third-string
First Base—Hines.
picher for Sanford a couple of
Second Base—Stufflebeam.
years ago, is now on the Harisburg
Shortstop—Miller
roster as one of the starting
Third Base—Horton.
moundsmen. If Pittman fails to
Short Field—G. Ganson.
clinch a regular berth at HarrisLeft Field—Ben Kuhns.
burg, Fuchs said, he may be offerCenter Field—Washburn.
ed a chance to play with the New
Right Field—Stevenson.
Bedford, Mass., club in the newlyUtility—Ben Fawcett.
organized New England League,
The above were t^hosen by
where the Braves have a working
Coach Jack McDowall.
agreement.

Intra-mural Trophies
And Varsity Letters
Given On Honors Day

of Women's

Sports

Johnny made a strong bid on the
Repeats
Last Wednesday afternoon Jinny twelfth when Johnny had a beauJones, present women's champion, tiful recovery shot from the rough
and Bill Miller, X Club golfing ace, which fell short of the green by
shot beautiful golf to win the two- inches. The match was finished
ball foursome tournament. With a on the thirteenth when Mary Lib
39 on the outgoing nine, they and Johnny had a five and Jinney
clinched the match on the 13th hole holed out for a par four.
with a par four after breaking par
Some of the high spots of the
only once on the previous three playing were Bill's drives, Jinney's
holes. Mary Lib Jones and Johnny approaching and putting, Johnny's
Brown played consistently but were recovery shots from trouble and
hard-pressed to even tie holes Mary Lib's putting. I t was eviwhere they seemingly had the ad- dent that the winners played invantage.
spired golf during the entire round
Jones and Miller gained the ad- and anything less than t h a t brand
vantage on the first when they could not down it.

MERMEN LOSE~^J
GOLFERS ENIER TAR
LAST SWIM MEET
COLLEGE lOURNE!
TO U. OF F. TEAM
Five Men Will Represent Rollins at Buffalo
Coleman

stars again in the fifty and hundred
sprints; Is elected Captain of 1933

Fuchs To Take Pest
As Business Manager
Of Harrisburg Club

All
Intramural
Team

And off wc so 1 Home . . . vacation .
job . . . no matter where you travel, Florida Motor
Lines can serv*. you bett. And here are tbe reasons
^ECOWOMY, COWFORT and CONVENiENCL »ay wtr
local agent a visit or phone him tthen jtm plan your t^.

-CAKE A L O O K

AT THESE

J A C K S O N V I L L E ....$5.00
n A Y T O N A B E A C H 2.15
TAMP\
3.25
F T L A I T D E R D A L E 7.S5
VERO BEACH
3.50
PALATKA
3.30

PRiCES^i

MIAMI
$8.10
W. P A L M B E A C H - . 5.85
OCALA
2.80
LAKE WALES
2.35
ST. A U G U S T I N E .... 3.95
LAKELAND
2.20

U N I O N BUS STATION
WALL & COURT STS.

fHONE *)05

WINTER PARK STATION
HAMILTON HOTEL

PHONE 9179

flQRlPAMoTORllMES

yar^j^

At the last meeting of the Athsquad by
teammates
letic Association it was voted that
Rollins golf team enter the National Intercollegiate Tournament
The Rollins swimming team die, had been anchor man for
to be held at Buffalo on June 26. brought its season to a close a t relay team and if his fellow swin
This marks a new step in the Gainesville last Saturday when it niers had given him a break i
history of sports a t Rollins for, un- met defeat at the hands of the Uni- of the races, Rollins would havi
til this year, no Tar team has ever versity of Florida mermen, 45 to 21, been able to boast of a winnini
team.
Summary:
entered a national tournament. Six in a dual meet.
men will be entered, the four low
Rollins led in the scoring only
50-yard fre style—Coleman (Roiy^
scores in the thirty-six whole qual- once and that was after Bud Cole- lins), first; Lander (Florida-, gee/"'
chalked up a par and while Mary
Earlier in the week Johnny ifying round will make up the team man, crack Tar sprinter, had cop- ond; Austin (Florida), third. Tim>''''
Lib and Johnny took five. They Brown and Mary Lib Jones beat total. Those included in the match ped the first event on the card, the 25.8 seconds.
IfH^'
halved the next fours. Both had Dexter Ward and Emily Burks on play for the individual champion- 50-yard (^ash. At the finish of the
100-yard breast stroke: Blankf **
par fives on the next, but Mary the fourteenth green 7 and 6, while ship will be the thirty-two low second event the Gators had surg- ner (Florida), first; Enck (Rol*''''
Lib and Johnny got in trouble on Jiitney and Bill Miller came out on qualifiers.
ed into a 10-8 yead which they lins), second; Walker (Florid*)!*'*
the short fourth and wasted two top, two up, when they played Cliff
The golf team lost only to Duke, maintained throughout the meet. third. Time 1:21.8 seconds.
W
strokes before recovering—Jinney Turner and Penny. It was an in- William and Mary and Florida this ' Frank Genovar, Florida coach,
100-yard back stroke: Sechlef"*
and Bill went one over par on this teresting fact tha/ in the finals, the year. However, Florida was de- said that Coleman was one of the (Florida), first; Lander (Florida),
hole with a four. Two pars on the girl's champioil and the men's feated in a return match.
I classiest dash stars to swim in the second; Moore (Rollins), third'^*'''
next kept medal play a t a stand- champion were playing eaceh othThose expected to represent Rol- Florida pool this season. The Time 1:20.7 seconds.
iM
still. Mary Lib and Johnny had a er, Johnny Brown having won the lins at Buffalo are Johnny Brown, Blondie annexed high scoring hon220-yard free style: Lawhon*!*
hard time keeping out of the rough Aloma and Rollins championships "Ike" Merrill, Bob Enck, Bill Mil- ors with a total of 10 points which (Florida) first; Lytle (Florida),««'
on the sixth and lost to par five a few months ago while Jinney ler and Ben Kuhns.
;he collected for victories in the 50 second; Edwards (Rollins, third.^"
which Jinney and Bill made. The took the Rollins championship a
and 100-yard free style races. Har- Time 2:55.2 seconds.
m
rough cost them the next hole too few weeks ago.
vey Sechler of Florida was second
35,000 Cherry Trees Planted
100-yard free style: Colemauiaili
and both duos blew up on the
Poison, Mont. (UP)—Approxi- with eight points.
Plans are now under way for
(Rollins), first; Sechler (Florida)^*'
eighth. Johnny and Mary Lib took matches in which twelve players mately 35,000 young cherry trees
After the meet, the Rollins swim- second; Baldwin (Rollins), third.*'-'
this hole and the match stood three will be competing. Each player have been planted on the east shore
mers held a meeting and elected Time 1 minute.
jjilili
up for their opponents. On the will use only one club and they will of Flathead Lake this year. There
Bud Coleman captain for next year.
Fancy diving: Perry (PIorida)j»llu
short ninth Jinney sank a six-foot play in rotation, six on a side. were 6,000 sweet cherry trees orBud has done some fine swimming first; Gifford (Florida), secondjlki
putt for a birdie two after a beau- These will be played by mixed dered by growex'S, and 2,000 sour
during the present season and well Chakales (Rollins), third.
ynlio
t ^ u l iron from the tee by her part- teams and it is hoped that at least or semi-sweet varieties this year,
deserves the captaincy. He has
400-yard relay: Won by FloridinJ i
one will be run off before the end and last year 27,000 trees were set been entered in eight races and (Blankner, Austin, Lander, Scch-iL
emerged victorious in seven of ler); second, Rollins (Baldwin,
Jinney and Bill had a par four to of school. Any person or persons
them; illness depriving him of the Moore, Davies, Coleman. Tim«!i(si
win the tenth and halved the elev- interested will please notify Mr.
other
victory. Coleman, the Blon- 4:21.8 seconds.
enth with a four. Mary Lib and Yates at Aloma clubhouse.
^ta?
Advertise in the Sandspur
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